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Classification

Document classification  

The task is to assign a 
document to one or more 
classes or categories. 



Limitations of taxonomies?

1. They change
2. They grow
3. They impose a world view
4. New ones come along
5. They are endless 



Imposing a world view
London Street Lighting     use: Street Lighting England London

           

Thermoregulation             use: Body temperature regulation

              

Permafrost                use: Frozen ground

“the easiest way to find and use LCSH is to start with a ‘keyword’ search 
and then look at the Subject Headings to locate other related material.”



Endless 
growth



New taxonomies come along   



Taxonomies are endless



Endless Labour

Aye, and I saw Sisyphus in 
violent torment, seeking to 
raise a monstrous stone 
with both his hands

Homer, Odyssey, Book 11



UNSILO Concept Extraction
Pseudohyponatremia: Does It Matter in Current Clinical Practice?
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3894530/
doi: 10.5049/EBP.2006.4.2.77

Key: Chemical Anatomy Disease Species

Serum consists of water (93% of serum volume) and nonaqueous components, mainly lipids and proteins (7% of serum 
volume). Sodium is restricted to serum water. In states of hyperproteinemia or hyperlipidemia, there is an increased 
mass of the nonaqueous components of serum and a concomitant decrease in the proportion of serum composed of 
water. Thus, pseudohyponatremia results because the flame photometry method measures sodium concentration in 
whole plasma. A sodium-selective electrode gives the true, physiologically pertinent sodium concentration because it 
measures sodium activity in serum water. Whereas the serum sample is diluted in indirect potentiometry, the sample is 
not diluted in direct potentiometry. Because only direct reading gives an accurate concentration, we suspect that 
indirect potentiometry which many hospital laboratories are now using may mislead us to confusion in interpreting the 
serum sodium data. However, it seems that indirect potentiometry very rarely gives us discernibly low serum sodium 
levels in cases with hyperproteinemia and hyperlipidemia. As long as small margins of errors are kept in mind of 
clinicians when serum sodium is measured from the patients with hyperproteinemia or hyperlipidemia, the present 
methods for measuring sodium concentration in serum by indirect sodium-selective electrode potentiometry could be 
maintained in the clinical practice.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3894530/


Granularity



Classification methods compared
Manual 
taxonomy

Rules Unsupervised 
machine 
learning

Manual labour to maintain high fair zero

Requires cataloguing 
expertise

yes yes no

Requires IT expertise no yes no

Add new term after 
completion

slow quick quick

Speed of updating slow fair quick

Can the system learn? no no potentially

Human intervention? yes cumbersome no



Combining human and machine 
capabilities



Human-machine interaction
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